Installation

⚠️ WARNING

The appliance shall not be used for space heating. This information is based on safety considerations. All openings in the wall behind the appliance and in the floor under the appliance shall be sealed.

Dimensions and Clearances
The range may be installed flush to the rear wall. You may install a non-combustible material on the rear wall above the range and up the vent hood. It is not necessary to install non-combustible materials behind the range below the counter top height.

The minimum distance from the side of the range above the counter top to combustible sidewalls must be at least 10 inches.
Installation
Installation

The maximum depth of cabinets installed above cooking tops be 13 in (330mm) or a great specified by the manufactures as tested by the certification agency.
Distance from inlet gas pipe to right side of the range is 8.25”.
Distance from inlet gas pipe to ground is 6”.
The size of the pipe is ¾ inch.
6. HRG 36-inch Gas Range (HRG3618U/HRG3617U/HRG3609U)

Distance from inlet gas pipe to right side of the range is 3.25”.
Distance from inlet gas pipe to ground is 6”.
The size of the pipe is ½ inch.
7. HRG 30-inch Gas Range (HRG3080U/HRG3031U/HRG3026U)

Distance from inlet gas pipe to right side of the range is 3”.

Distance from inlet gas pipe to ground is 6”.

The size of the pipe is ½ inch.